Hammerich, Louis Leonor

b. 31 July 1892, Copenhague, Denmark
d. 3 November 1975, Hírsholm, Denmark

Life and Work
With a short interval, teaching principles of comparative German philology and the
early languages and literature of Germanic people and Celtic language and literature
in the academic year 1946-1947 at the State University of Utrecht, Hammerich was a
professor of Germanic philology at Copenhagen University from 1922 until his
retirement in 1958. In Copenhagen, where he had studied law and German
philology, he was a colleague of Otto Jespersen (1860-1943) and Holger Pedersen
(1867-1953). In 1918 Hammerich completed his doctoral dissertation called National
og Fremmed. Om den rytmiske teknik hos Heine og Platen in which he carefully
analysed complex metrical aspects, the change of accent for reasons of dialectal
factors, in the work of the German writers Heinrich Heine (1797-1856) and August
von Platen-Hallermünde (1796-1835). His interest in Dutch language and literature
eventually led him to accept a professorship in Utrecht in 1946: in 1925 he spent a
sabbatical year in the Netherlands and his wife, Clara Hammerich-Flensborg,
translated Dutch literary works into Danish. With Martha A. Muusses he wrote a
Hollandsk Grammatik (1930). In this grammar Hammerich’s stress on the role of
spoken language can be found in an extensive description of the sound system of
Dutch. He wrote several studies on phonetics in Germanic languages. In 1946 his
inaugural lecture in Utrecht -- in 1936 he became a honorary doctorate -- dealt with
the problems of the classification and development of germanic languages: these

languages develop gradually as if they were organisms with cells splitting up and
generating new languages. One should, however, not forget the socio-historical and
cultural factors which influence language development.
His work in German and Germanic philology led to a wide range of publications (in
German and Danish) starting with the edition of classical German texts like Der
Ackermann aus Böhmen by Johannes von Tepl or with studies of Goethe’s WestÖstlicher Divan. But apart from literary interests he published on German dialects,
German legal history (Clamor, eine rechtsgeschichtliche Studie, 1941), sound laws,
fairy tales and on medieval and celtic traditions. He also worked on Eskimo dialects
(Personalendungen und Verbalsystem im Eskimoischen (1936) and in 1969 he held
the Nansen memorial lecture in Oslo on “Eskimo dialects” after several journeys to
Alaska) and on specific topics of German grammar: on the preterite tense and
numbers. In 1924 he also initiated the publication of a critical Pali dictionary in
Denmark which was not completed but was handed over to an international group of
researchers.
It is hard to give a well-rounded picture of Hammerich’s philological work because he
tended to leave a domain of research as soon as he had published on it or thought
that there was nothing new to be found. Three main threads of thought, however,
can be distinguished in Hammerich’s his philological work are: problems of accent
and its dialectal source, the study of Eskimo languages and especially its
grammatical aspects and the study of Dutch language and literature.
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